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1. Introduction 
 
Language enables us to make sense of the world; it helps us negotiate meaning. As we grow 
from childhood to adulthood, our command of language develops, as does our ability to 
assign meaning to the world around us. The two are intimately connected. It follows that  
children do not only perceive reality differently from adults, but also lack the language to 
compute it. This complicates any writer’s ambition to portray a child’s point of view in prose 
fiction. During the Modernist period in English literature, authors increasingly strived to 
portray their protagonists’ personal, subjective views on reality. As a result, the period saw 
an emergence of stream-of-consciousness; authors attempted to convey a protagonist’s 
deeper consciousness through language. Robert Humphrey defines stream-of-
consciousness fiction as “a type of fiction in which the basic emphasis is placed on 
exploration of the prespeech levels of consciousness for the purpose, primarily, of revealing 
the psychic being of the characters” (4). According to Humphrey, stream-of-consciousness is 
sometimes incorrectly defined as a technique: “Instead, there are several quite different 
techniques which are used to present stream of consciousness” (4). These techniques are 
discussed in chapter 3, ‘Theoretical framework’. 
In this thesis, stream-of-consciousness is interpreted as the representation of 
prespeech level of consciousness, meaning the spontaneous flow of thoughts and feeling, 
uninhibited by logic, linguistic restrictions and directed by impulse. Although stream-of-
consciousness is not a Modernist invention, as Stevenson points out, it is “often held to be 
the principal innovation and distinguishing achievement of Modernist fiction” (5). Speaking of 
Dorothy Richardson and James Joyce, he adds: “it had not been employed previously in 
English writing on the scale, or with the flexibility, which those authors had established for it 
in the mid-1920s” (5). It is this flexibility that is the subject of this thesis, which focuses 
specifically on children’s consciousness. It will analyse the portrayal of children’s 
consciousness, the techniques applied and the effects of the portrayal in several Modernist 
novels. 
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Humphrey’s definition raises an apparent difficulty for authors, regardless of whether 
they want to portray the consciousness of children or of adults: how can language be applied 
to convey the prespeech levels of consciousness? How does one convey the impulses and 
reactions that our consciousness absorbs and produces? Does our consciousness adhere to 
the rules of syntax? The continuous and high-speed processes of consciousness seem 
impossible to convey through language. Of course, all writing is by definition limited by the 
limitations of language. Any author has to contend with these limitations while writing. The 
problem of stream-of-consciousness through language is one of narratology: it seems that 
narrative representation is inherently inadequate to show the highly visual workings of the 
consciousness. Gérard Genette addresses the issue using the narratological distinction 
between mimesis and diegesis, or showing and telling:  
 
the very idea of showing, like that of imitation or narrative representation […], is 
completely illusory: in contrast to dramatic representation, no narrative can ‘show’ or 
‘imitate’ the story it tells. […] narration, oral or written, is a fact of language, and 
language signifies without imitating. (163, 164) 
 
Genette holds that a narrative can only give the “illusion of mimesis” (164). Authors 
inherently have to make do with language to convey their protagonists’ consciousness. The 
difficulty is inevitably more challenging when applied to the portrayal of children, as they do 
not yet have full command of language. If our use of language determines how we make 
sense of things, it follows that children make sense of things in their own language. However, 
can children’s language be applied by adult authors to grasp the consciousness of a child? 
Different authors negotiated this issue in different ways. Virginia Woolf applied lyrical 
language, Roth rendered mere sounds, while James portrayed a child’s consciousness in 
adult language yet left much out.  
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A second obstacle in portraying children’s consciousness is more fundamental: can 
an adult still grasp and emulate a consciousness that he himself has evolved beyond? 
Goodenough, Heberle and Sokoloff formulate the issue as follows:  
 
the experience of childhood is unutterable and thus lost to the adult: the child goes 
through it, but lacks the language to convey its reality to others, while the adult writer 
commands the full resources of language but is largely cut off from children’s 
consciousness. (3)  
 
Thus, articulating children’s consciousness poses authors with a “double bind”, as Margaret 
Fraser formulates it (20). 
This thesis aims to investigate how the authors of a selection of Modernist works 
negotiate the difficulties – related to style as well as content - inherent in portraying a child’s 
consciousness.  An analysis of their techniques in navigating both obstacles mentioned 
above will serve to either prove or disprove the following research statement: there is no 
successful narrative technique to convey a realistic portrayal of children’s consciousness. 
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2. Children in Modernist literature 
 
The English Modernist period saw significant shifts in literary focus. Arguably the most 
fundamental shift is that in literary realism. Nineteenth-century literary realism developed 
from being aimed at an objective description of the external world into reflecting on and 
employing a new comprehension of reality. Contemporary developments in philosophy and 
psychology instigated the literary re-exploration of reality. Nietzsche formulated a concept of 
truth consisting merely of our own perceptions. William James proposed that reality is 
entirely subjective. The comprehension of reality as being ultimately subjective resulted in a 
validation of individual reality. As a result, contemporary literature shifted its focus from 
characters’ collective reality to their personal reality. Novelists came to explore the internal 
world of their characters and became increasingly concerned with the challenge to convey  
their protagonists’ consciousness.  
It is important to note that the great Modernist novelists did not reject objective 
realism altogether; they sought a different construction of reality. They were ground breaking 
in their attempts to form a picture of the objective world from the fragmented perceptions of 
individuals. They moved towards Watt’s ‘realism of presentation’, “trying to show not 
necessarily how things are, but how things are experienced, what it feels like to be alive” 
(Pericles Lewis, 158).  
 
The (un)reliability of the narration 
The distinctly Modernist objective to combine fragmented individual perceptions placed 
demands on readers as well as writers. Literary critic Roland Barthes’ term scriptible 
indicates the resulting ‘writerly’ narrative, which requires effort on the part of the reader to 
deduce the representation of reality from the perceptions of literary characters. Lisible 
literature, or conventionally realistic literature, in comparison, allows for more straightforward 
and, therefore, passive reading. Scriptible  literature allows readers, in fact demands it, to 
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make their own decisions regarding meaning. Literary form is foregrounded, the reader 
remains conscious that he is reading a book.  
Moreover, the individuality of perception calls into question the reliability of the 
narration itself. As reality is constructed from individual perceptions, the reader is forced to 
question how reliable individuals are. Unreliable narration plays a major role in Modernist 
fiction. Protagonists may have their own motives to represent a biased or incomplete reality, 
as does, for instance, Dowell in Ford Madox Ford’s The Good Soldier (1915). Moreover, the 
unreliability of the narration is of course more complicated when child protagonists are 
concerned. An investigation of a protagonist’s motives implies intention on the part of the 
protagonist. A child protagonist may not only have unclear motives to present a certain 
version of reality, he or she may not have the intention to act according to motives, or have 
motives, or even be aware of any motives. The reader has to contend with the child’s 
inherently limited insight into his or her own consciousness.   
 
The Modernist change in the view of children 
A second Modernist shift in literary representation relevant to this thesis is that in the literary 
portrayal of children. The 1860s marked a change in British society’s view of and approach to 
children. Fraser focuses on the change in discipline for children: “An early Victorian culture of 
moral rigidity for the young, with its often violent discipline, shifted into the more liberal 
approaches of the 1870s and beyond, when children slowly gained status as individuals with 
rights” (7). Holly Blackford has traced the rise of the Child Study movement in the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century, emerging from the exploration of the origins of human 
subjectivity. Studies of infancy, childhood and adolescence were published by psychologists 
such as Sigmund Freud. The consensus among the scholars within the Child Study 
movement was that child study mattered because by observing children, they were watching 
“the beginnings of things” (288). Blackford expounds that while Child Study scholars agreed 
that child development embodied adaptation to the environment, some held that it occurred 
through imitation, others emphasized the child’s own perceptions and ideas (288). The 
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child’s adaptation to the environment is indeed key in the Modernist works selected in this 
thesis. 
Fraser adds an observation by Virginia Woolf. She elaborates on Woolf’s remark that 
from 1910, human character changed, as did all human relations, including those between 
parents and children (11). Fraser continues: “Woolf sees as modern a movement away from 
the hierarchal structure wherein the parental position of power compares to the privileged 
gender position of husbands as well as the political and social position of masters” (13). 
Whereas children were previously marginalized in literature, the Modernist era marked an 
emancipation of children as well as other ‘others’, or deviants from the ‘standard’ of the 
white, Anglo-Saxon protestant male. Women, inhabitants of, and migrants from (former) 
colonies and children gained a voice in English literature. Fraser elaborates: “[…] the 
novelists of the Modernist era clearly responded to the changing historical sense of what 
constitutes a child, and they expressed a concern not only with children’s rights, but also with 
children’s feelings” (7). 
This concern with children’s feelings is apparent in contemporary reviews of Henry 
James’ What Maisie Knew. An unsigned review in the Manchester Guardian characterizes 
Maisie as a “helpless toy of chance and evil passions” (Penguin edition of What Maisie 
Knew, 267). A review in The Academy mentions Maisie’s “pure mind of a little child”, yet 
acknowledges there is more to that mind: “[…] though Maisie had her childish moral 
arithmetic, whereby she could put two and two together…” (270). The writer seems to be in 
two minds about how pure the child’s mind actually is, as does, in fact, Henry James himself 
seem to be. This idea will be elaborated upon in paragraph 4.1.  
 
Children’s consciousness 
As the Modernist evolution in literary prose unfolded, as did the new perspective on children, 
the 1920s and 1930s saw the first publications by Jean Piaget on how children think. Piaget 
was one of the most influential researchers in the area of developmental psychology of the 
twentieth century. He became interested in how the child’s mind works and how it acquires 
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knowledge. He researched the process of how we come to know and the stages we move 
through as we gradually acquire the ability.  
Piaget described two processes used by the individual in adapting to its environment: 
assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation describes how humans perceive and adapt to 
new information. A child who sees a zebra for the first time, might call it a horse, as a horse 
is familiar. When the child processes how a zebra is different from a horse, it accommodates 
the new information. Accommodation is the process of changing cognitive structures in order 
to accept something new from the environment. Both processes are used simultaneously 
and alternately throughout life. Another example of assimilation is when an infant uses a 
sucking schema that was developed by sucking on a small bottle when attempting to suck on 
a larger bottle. When the child modifies sucking schema developed by sucking on a pacifier 
to one that would be successful for sucking on a bottle, it is called accommodation (Huitt and 
Hummel, Wikipedia.org). Obviously, a fundamental difference between children and adults is 
their amount of life experience. It follows that children perceive more new information than 
adults do, and therefore assimilate and accommodate more frequently than adults do. 
Piaget also distinguished the various developmental stages a child passes through. 
Until the age of about two, children are extremely egocentric and cannot perceive the world 
from others’ viewpoints. In the preoperational stage of cognitive development, when the child 
is two to seven years old, it does not yet understand concrete logic and cannot mentally 
process information. The child plays and pretends more often than before, yet still has 
trouble seeing things from different points of view and cannot perform mental tasks. It still 
thinks egocentrically. Children start to develop the ability to understand, represent, 
remember, and picture objects in their mind without having the object in front of them. They 
also begin to want to acquire knowledge and start to ask “Why?” and “How?”. Children from 
seven to eleven years old are no longer egocentric. They can think logically and understand 
reversibility. This is the concrete operational stage. Finally, in the formal operational stage, 
children develop abstract thought and can think logically. This stage continues from the age 
of eleven onwards (Huitt and Hummel, Wikipedia.org). The authors of the Modernist works 
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selected for this thesis cannot be assumed to have acquired this knowledge of the child’s 
developmental stages and the processes of assimilation and accommodation, as Piaget’s 
publications are younger than most of these novels. However, Piaget’s insights can be 
applied to investigate whether the authors appear to be sensitive to how children’s minds 
work.   
 
The literary portrayal of children 
The Modernist emancipation of children has left a significant mark on literature. Child 
protagonists with their unique minds add an innovative perspective to prose fiction. 
Goodenough finds that “many texts written from a child’s viewpoint are brilliantly creative, 
subversive, or compensatory precisely because children speak from a realm as yet 
unappropriated, or only partly unappropriated, by social and cultural intentionality” (4). In the 
selected novels, the child’s perspective produces an engaging and simultaneously, yet 
paradoxically, a distancing effect: the child’s mind is foreign yet familiar to the reader. 
Furthermore, one is inclined to feel sympathy for the uncomprehending and thereby 
vulnerable child. The authors of the selected works have each applied their own methods to 
portray the child’s consciousness, thereby creating highly engaging narratives. 
Of the selected novels under analysis in this thesis, Richard Hughes’ A High Wind in 
Jamaica (1929) is the most striking example of the Modernist change in the view of children. 
In this dark adventure novel, Hughes breaks with the literary image of children as either 
innocent, pure beings or, alternatively, merely young adults. He explores what happens to 
children when Victorian moral rigidity is abandoned. In What Maisie Knew (1897), Henry 
James seems to capture the young child’s mind. However, the novel seems at times 
inconsistent, whether intentionally or unintentionally, in respecting what can be expected of 
Maisie’s mental and linguistic capacities. James seems to strive for an engaging rather than 
a realistic portrayal of Maisie’s consciousness. In Call it Sleep (1934), Roth explores multiple 
attributes of the child’s consciousness and applies language in imitation of its workings. 
Richard Hughes’ A High Wind in Jamaica (1929) is widely acclaimed for its departure from 
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conventional views on children and their consciousness. It explores the development of the 
mind of a child in absence of parental guidance. The final two novels analysed in this thesis 
are of the writerly type; they are often found difficult to read. A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man (James Joyce, 1914-1915) follows Stephen Dedalus from infancy to young 
adulthood and portrays his internal struggle between what is expected from him and his own 
desires. Finally, in The Sound and the Fury (1929), William Faulkner attempts to portray not 
only a childlike consciousness, but the consciousness of a mentally impaired man. The 
virtual absence of reasoning and logic in a consciousness that loses itself in flashbacks 
makes for an at times inaccessible portrayal.  
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3. Theoretical framework 
 
An analysis of the portrayal of the child’s mind in prose fiction begins with an analysis of how 
the story is told. Is it the child who speaks or is it an adult narrator who speaks of and for the 
child? The point of view from which a story is told is what is known as the focalization. When 
a story is told through the perspective of a child’s consciousness, the child is the focaliser. 
Gérard Genette, one of the most prominent narratologists, discusses this subject in his 
chapter on mood in his 1972 work Narrative Discourse. He distinguishes three types of 
focalization. Firstly, there is the nonfocalised (or classical) narrative, where the narrator 
remains outside of the story. Internal focalization, secondly, is subdivided in fixed, variable 
and multiple. A fixed internal focalization is one where the story is told from one point of view, 
as opposed to multiple characters focalizing (variable internal focalization), or multiple 
characters recounting the same event (multiple internal focalization). Genette’s third type is 
external focalization, meaning that the reader is not familiar with the protagonist’s thoughts or 
feelings. This thesis is concerned with the narrative techniques applied to portray a child’s 
consciousness in the selected novels or, in Genette’s terms, the child’s fixed internal 
focalization.  
Humphrey proposes that many well-known stream-of-consciousness novels are 
unjustly being labelled as such, unless the phrase were to simply mean ‘inner awareness’. “It 
is not what William James meant when he coined the term” (5), which is that “’memories, 
thoughts, and feelings exist outside the primary consciousness’, and further, that they appear 
to one, not as a chain, but as a stream, a flow” (5). According to Humphrey, when applied to 
a novel, stream-of-consciousness can mean a method of representing inner awareness. In 
rendering the stream-of-consciousness of a character, Genette distinguishes between 
immediate monologue and free indirect style, which are sometimes confused: in free indirect 
speech, the character speaks through the voice of the narrator, and the two instances are 
then merged, in immediate speech, the character substitutes for the narrator. (174)  
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Consistency in internal focalization 
It is important to note, as Genette does, that “Any single […] focalization does not […] always 
bear on an entire work, but rather on a definite section, which can be very short” (191). This 
statement inspires an additional research question. It seems interesting to compare the 
selected works not only as to how the authors apply internal focalization, but also when they 
do. Perhaps there is a pattern to be discovered in the choice whether to provide the child’s 
thoughts and feelings or not. Genette distinguishes variable focalization from alterations, by 
which he means isolated infractions from the code of the text, “when the coherence of the 
whole still remains strong enough for the notion of the dominant mode/ mood to continue 
relevant” (195). The two types of alteration are paralipsis, when less information is given than 
is necessary, or paralepsis, when more information is given than is necessary according to 
the code of focalization (195). Genette explains the latter by using a sentence from What 
Maisie Knew, referring to Mrs. Farange’s thoughts, which Maisie (the principal focaliser) 
cannot be aware of: “The day was at hand, and she saw it, when she could feel more delight 
in hurling Maisie at [her father]  than snatching her away” (16). The analysis of the selected 
works includes the degree of consistency in applying internal focalization, or, in other words: 
the measure of alterations. 
 
Narrative techniques 
As mentioned, stream-of-consciousness is a type of fiction which can be presented by using 
several techniques. This is of course true for non-stream-of-consciousness portrayals of 
consciousness as well. Humphrey distinguishes the following four basic techniques to 
present stream-of-consciousness: the direct interior monologue, the indirect interior 
monologue, the omniscient description and the soliloquy (not to be confused with the term 
used to refer to Ulysses’ last chapter: Molly’s soliloquy). The interior monologue presents 
“the psychic content and processes of character, partly or entirely unuttered, just as these 
processes exist at various levels of conscious control before they are formulated for 
deliberate speech” (24). In an indirect interior monologue, the narrator relates directly from 
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the consciousness of the character yet guides the reader with commentary and description 
(29). The author intervenes between reader and character and applies the idiom of the 
character. Alternatively, the direct interior monologue is “completely candid, as if there were 
no reader” (24). Ulysses’ last chapter qualifies as an example of a direct interior monologue, 
as it presents Molly’s consciousness. This direct interior monologue relates to Genette’s 
immediate speech. The omniscient description, Humphrey’s third stream of consciousness 
technique, describes the psyche in the third person, through conventional narration and 
description. The omniscient description differs from the indirect interior monologue in that the 
latter allows for more flexibility in style. The soliloquy, finally, communicates ideas related to 
plot and action, “whereas the purpose of interior monologue is to communicate psychic 
identity” (36). The author is not present, yet the audience is tacitly assumed. It follows that 
the soliloquy is less candid than the interior monologue and more limited in the depth of 
consciousness that it can represent (36).   
 
What exactly is portrayed? 
Humphrey formulates the objective of stream-of-consciousness as follows: to convey the 
“whatness” and the “howness” of mental and spiritual experience (7). He proposes that the 
whatness includes sensations, memories, imaginations and intuitions and the howness 
includes symbolizations, feelings and the processes of association. However, he is quick to 
add that it is often impossible to “separate the what from the how” (7). Perhaps the distinction 
is less useful than the comprehensiveness of Humphrey’s definition. If one is to determine 
whether a consciousness is accurately portrayed, Humphrey hereby supplies the building 
blocks of that consciousness. The question is whether an author seems to have grasped the 
consciousness in its variety. 
Humphrey argues that application of stream-of-consciousness is a condition for a 
narrative to be realistic. In discussing Ulysses, he finds that Joyce’s aim is to communicate a 
view of life and that “Only within stream of consciousness could the necessary objectivity be 
attained for making it all convincingly realistic” (16). The argument seems to be that it is the 
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subjectivity of one view of reality that makes the narrative realistic; the reader is reminded 
that no-one has the monopoly on reality. This subjectivity certainly is a tool in constructing a 
realistic portrayal of a consciousness, especially a child’s. Children are more egocentric than 
adults. They see themselves even more as being the centre of the universe than adults do. 
Therefore, their view is more subjective than an adult’s. However, stream-of-consciousness 
is of course not the only means to that end. Sensations, feelings, imaginations and intuitions 
can be portrayed using other stylistic and narrative techniques. Furthermore, stream-of-
consciousness does not guarantee success; the novels selected for this thesis reveal a 
variety in the presentation of stream-of-consciousness and a variety in the degree of realism.   
 
The presence of the narrator 
If the stream of consciousness technique strives for a realistic portrayal of consciousness, 
the primary obstacle is writing itself. Genette’s notion of the illusion of mimesis is 
indisputable; literary prose is by definition a mere linguistic representation of reality. 
However, there are degrees of literary mimesis. Genette proposes that “the quantity of 
information and the presence of the informer are in inverse ratio, mimesis being defined by a 
maximum of information and a minimum of the informer, diegesis by the opposite 
relationship” (166). A “minimum of the informer” can, of course, be achieved through content 
as well as narrative style. The narrator can be present in the selection of what is told, as well 
as how it is told. The authors of the selected narratives have each applied their own methods 
in portraying children’s consciousness, while applying internal focalization: they have 
adopted the view of the child. The focalized narrative is, according to Genette, “the best 
narrative form for post-Jamesian partisans of the mimetic novel” (168). In the selected works, 
the narrator is present in various degrees.  
Genette assesses the relation between the modern novel and the presence of the 
narrator as follows: “Curiously, one of the main paths of emancipation of the modern novel 
has consisted of pushing this mimesis of speech to its extreme, or rather to its limit, 
obliterating the last races of the narrating instance and giving the floor to the character right 
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away” (173, 174). Perhaps this mimesis has reached its extreme with the portrayal of 
children’s consciousness. What others have called ‘interior monologue’, Genette deems 
better to call ‘immediate speech’, “for the main point […] is not that the speech should be 
internal, but that it should be emancipated right away from all narrative patronage, that it 
should from the word go take the front of the ‘stage’” (174). In a footnote, Genette 
acknowledges Dujardin’s insistence (Le Monologue Intérieur, Paris 1931) on a more stylistic 
criterion, namely its necessary formlessness. He finds that it should precede all logical 
organization, be expressed by means of direct phrases reduced to their syntactical minimum, 
“in such a way as to give the impression of a hodgepodge” (59). As children are not yet fully 
in command of logical organization and syntax, Dujardin’s interpretation of the interior 
monologue seems especially appropriate for the portrayal of children’s consciousness. 
According to Humphrey, Joyce has achieved “the great accomplishment of ridding his 
work of signs of its author” (15). Humphrey describes the effect as follows: “the reader feels 
he is in direct contact with the life represented in the book. Joyce presents life as it actually 
is, without prejudice or direct evaluations. It is the goal of the realist and the naturalist” (15). 
Herein lies the difficulty of a focalized narrative through a child’s eyes: it seems safe to 
assume that a child’s view of reality is even more subjective than an adult’s. Prejudice nor 
direct evaluation is the obstacle; a child simply does not comprehend many aspects of 
reality. Therefore, the child’s view is inherently more incomplete and inaccurate. This issue 
enhances the ‘scriptible’-quality in novels with child protagonists; it is up to the reader to 
piece together what is actually happening. The selected works in this thesis will be analysed 
as to the presence of an external narrator or informer. The analysis includes the question 
whether the presence or absence of a narrator renders the portrayal of child’s consciousness 
less or more realistic. It seems that if the objective is a realistic literary presentation of 
characters’ subjective experiences, this requires more than erasing the narrator. What makes 
for an accomplished representation of a child’s consciousness once the narrator is 
eliminated?  
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Children’s consciousness and their language 
The outcomes of the Child Study movement described in chapter 2 are likely to offer a 
benchmark here, as do Piaget’s developmental stages. In reference to Child Study scholars’ 
findings that children adapt to the environment through either imitation or perceptions and 
ideas, Holly Blackford holds: “The interplay between animalistic imitation and creative 
perception provides the core issue for novels studying child consciousness” (288). The 
answer to the central question in this thesis, namely how the child’s consciousness is 
portrayed, will include the degree to which children make sense of the world by imitating 
adults or by creative perception.  
Another aspect of the portrayal of children’s consciousness that comes to mind is 
children’s language. Typically, children speak simply, without using syntactically complex 
structures. Their command of grammar has not fully developed and they occasionally 
mispronounce words. Mary Jane Hurst adds the frequent asking of questions (137). The 
authors of the selected novels vary in their application of children’s language. More 
specifically: the degree in which their protagonist’s language is childlike varies. The question 
is whether a portrayal of a child’s consciousness is more realistic when it is rendered in 
children’s language.  
Suzanne Rahn analysed the use of the ‘Negro dialect’1 in American children’s books 
from the period from 1880 to 1940. She finds that it alienates both black and white readers 
as its grammar and idiom are difficult to decode. Rahn’s findings shed a different light on 
childlike language. The intention behind the ‘Negro dialect’, namely to render a more realistic 
portrayal of African American children in American fiction, may have materialized, yet at a 
cost. Rahn found it created a distance between the reader and the African American 
protagonists. It seems likely that the same applies for childlike language. The comparison 
between the two obviously fails on the aspect of the offensive racial stereotype behind the 
‘Negro dialect’. However, although every adult used to be a child, it seems plausible that 
                                                          
1
 Suzanne Rahn encloses ‘Negro dialect’ in quotation marks, “to indicate its status as more of an imaginative and 
literary construct than an observed reality” (253). In this thesis, ‘Negro dialect’ is enclosed in single quotation 
marks, as double quotation marks are used for quotations. 
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adult readers feel alienated by childlike syntax, morphology and phonology, as it can be 
difficult to decode.  
Brian McHale interestingly holds that a representation of children poses no greater or 
lesser difficulties than does the presentation of adults, as representation is “always culturally 
mediated, always repertoire-based” (219). He concludes: “No text can give us direct access 
to the experience or consciousness of a child, but neither can any text give us direct, 
unmediated access to our own (adult) experience, our own consciousness” (219). McHale 
arrives at this conclusion as a result of extensive research into the children’s language in 
U.S.A. by John Passos. If anything, McHale’s conclusion inspires modesty as to the 
application of linguistics to realistically portray children’s consciousness. The research 
objective of an analysis of childlike language in fiction should be to what extent childlike 
language is successful, not whether it defines success in presenting children’s 
consciousness. 
 
Writer’s and narrator’s language 
Nearly all of the selected novels obviously contain more language than that used by the child 
protagonist. The exception is Benjy’s section in Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury, which 
does not feature an external narrator. Call it Sleep, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, A 
High Wind in Jamaica and What Maisie Knew each vary in the degree of ‘interference’ by a 
narrator. These novels enable a comparison between children’s and adults’  language.  
Naomi Sokoloff compared three novels as to their linguistic portrayal of the child: 
Hayyîm Bialik's Aftergrowth (1908), David Shahar's First Lesson (1966) and Henry Roth's 
Call It Sleep (1934). She finds that they share a number of artistic attributes, one of which is 
the “disjunction between the child's and the adult's handling of language” (336). Sokoloff 
elaborates: as each text struggles against the representational limitations of language, each 
writer engages in a number of stylistic devices to try to express the inexpressible. Roth, for 
example, contrasts the children’s simple language with “the narrator's powerful, lyric versions 
[of events]” (336). Furthermore, the three authors make childhood experience, particularly 
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epiphanic experience, accessible by “discussing it in easily understandable terms of distance 
or bemusement” (339). Sokoloff also finds that the more difficult, elusive aspects of the text, 
such as Roth’s stream-of-consciousness, are “more revelatory of experience that eludes 
verbal formulation, for they hint at what ordinary words cannot do” (339). Sokoloff’s findings 
will be included in the analysis in this thesis, with the objective to investigate whether, and if 
so, how adult (author’s) language affects the portrayal of child consciousness.  
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4. Literary analysis  
 
4.1. What Maisie Knew (1897) 
Henry James’ approach to stream-of-consciousness in What Maisie Knew (1897) results in a 
narrative that can be labeled scriptible. James’ text compels its reader to find fragments of 
Maisie’s consciousness. James frequently and fluently navigates between direct interior 
monologue, indirect interior monologue and omniscient narration, sometimes within one 
sentence. An example is: 
 
Maisie was not at the moment so fully conscious of [the words] as of the wonder of 
Moddle’s sudden disrespect and crimson face; but she was able to produce them in 
the course of five minutes when, in the carriage, her mother, all kisses, ribbons, eyes, 
arms, strange sounds and sweet smells, said to her: “[…]”. (11) 
 
The sentence begins with a third-person, indirect interior monologue impression of Maisie’s 
mind. The narrator gives an omniscient description of what Maisie is and is not conscious of. 
Subsequently, Maisie’s mother being “all kisses … sweet smells” is a direct interior 
monologue, stream-of-consciousness collection of impressions of her mother. Furthermore, 
“in the course of five minutes” seems an example of external focalization, as neither Maisie 
nor her mother are likely to be aware of the time. Throughout the novel, it is left up to the 
reader to extract Maisie’s consciousness and to decipher her view. This combination of 
narrative voices adds to the necessity for the reader to, as the title indicates, find out what 
exactly Maisie knew. A close reading of the novel, focused on the application of narrative 
voices, lays bare characteristics of James’ method in portraying Maisie’s consciousness. 
The most striking feature of James’s portrayal of Maisie’s consciousness is its 
selectiveness. The narrator seems to refrain from portraying Maisie’s consciousness when a 
strong emotional response by Maisie is to be expected. In this respect, the novel features the 
paralipsis type of alteration: there is less insight into Maisie’s consciousness than one would 
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expect from internal focalization. There are numerous examples of Maisie being treated as 
inconsequential or even a nuisance by the adults who are preoccupied with their own 
complicated lives. Moreover, she is increasingly treated with cruelty by the adults she should 
be closest to: her mother and, later, the second Mrs. Beale. The new Mrs. Beale is overtly 
unkind to the child, perhaps out of jealousy, for instance after Sir Claude attributes Maisie 
with beauty: “’He isn’t speaking of personal loveliness – you’re not lovely in person, my dear, 
at all,’ Mrs. Beale explained. ‘He’s just talking of plain, dull charm of character.’” (97). One 
would expect that these words have a strong emotional effect on Maisie, whose 
consciousness is portrayed throughout the novel. However, the narrator does not convey 
how Maisie responds emotionally.  
As Mrs. Beale becomes increasingly hostile in the scene, Maisie desperately tries to 
convey how beautiful she finds both adults, as if to atone for Sir Claude’s compliment and 
Mrs. Beale’s subsequent verbal aggression. This reaction by Maisie, heartrending it may be, 
is merely a verbal one. The reader is not made aware of the emotional turmoil Maisie must 
be feeling. Here, James applies mimesis rather than diegesis: he makes the reader 
experience Maisie’s impressions with her, and piece together her assumed state of mind, 
rather than making the effects on Maisie’s consciousness explicit. This adds to the reader’s 
quest for what exactly Maisie knew; as young Maisie herself probably cannot yet attach 
meaning to what is happening to her, the narrator lets the reader piece it together through 
sparse fragments of her consciousness as well as her circumstances. 
James addresses this issue in his preface to the 1908 New York edition. One of the 
premises for this novel was that children “have many more perceptions than they have the 
terms to translate them; their vision is at any moment much richer […] than their […] 
vocabulary” (Penguin edition, 294). Apparently, James finds that an author should not 
attempt to lend words to children’s emotions when they themselves are incapable of doing 
so. 
A later scene reveals again the narrator’s reticence in portraying Maisie’s distress, yet 
here, he does portray her subsequent positive emotions. By this time, Maisie has matured 
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from being her parents’ shuttlecock and has become more assertive. Her mother visits her 
and Sir Claude at the hotel in Folkstone and announces her plans to leave for South Africa. 
She indulges in a long, painful monologue to Maisie on how good she is, “crazily, criminally 
good” (161) and how she sacrifices herself. “Your father wishes you were dead” (162), she 
adds. The narrator refrains from describing any pain, sadness or anger all of this must cause 
Maisie. Instead, she focuses on what all this means for her future. What follows is the final 
emotional break with her mother. Maisie’s mention of the Captain confirming that Ida is 
indeed good, is perceived by Ida as Maisie mocking her involvement with men. There is a 
small insight into Maisie consciousness: “Oh, nothing had ever made for twinges like 
mamma’s manner of saying: ‘The Captain? What Captain?’” (165). Maisie’s attempts to 
make amends fail miserably and Ida leaves with the words “You’re a dreadful, dismal, 
deplorable little thing” (166). After talking to Sir Claude, Maisie is flushed by “a fresh wave of 
the consciousness […] of how immeasurably more after all he knew about mamma than she” 
(168). This realization seems to signify an emotional goodbye to her mother. During her 
subsequent dinner with Sir Claude, she seems relieved: “Everything about her […] 
ministered to the joy of life. […] the red tips of cigars and the light dresses of ladies made, 
under the happy stars, a poetry that was almost intoxicating” (168).  
Maisie and Sir Claude conclude that Ida’s departure for South Africa renders them 
both free and Sir Claude decides they are to leave for France the next day. Maisie is elated. 
Significantly, it is not Ida’s hurtful language that makes Maisie distance herself from her; it is 
the realization that she does not truly know her mother. It seems like a rational, unemotional 
deduction. Why is Maisie’s elatedness portrayed and not her emotional distress? Her 
elatedness seems overly uncomplicated; it does not seem to agree with the cruelty she was 
subjected to. The scene can be read as Maisie being unaffected by the words of a woman 
she has already said goodbye to. This moment is the climax of her development throughout 
the novel; her gradual movement away from her parents has led to an ultimate break. The 
novel illustrates both Child Study approaches to the child’s adaptation to the environment: 
initially, Maisie admired her parents and their friends and wanted to be like them, whereas 
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now, she develops her own perceptions and ideas. Maisie’s relief and elatedness portrayed 
here are strong indications of the emotional burden her mother has been on her. However, 
some emotional effect of distress seem warranted, as Ida’s words are so harsh. Here, their 
omission seems unnatural. 
James’ reticence in portraying dramatic emotional effects on children’s consciousness 
has a history. His interest in children’s consciousness has been documented as early as 
thirty-two years before What Maisie Knew was published. In a 1865 review of Adeline Dutton 
Whitney’s The Gayworthy’s (1884), he writes:  
 
Its radical defect is the degradation of sentiment by making children responsible for 
it. […] it is […] fatal to the dignity of serious feeling and to the grandeur of strong 
passions […]. Heaven defend us from the puerile! (Penguin introduction What 
Maisie Knew, xvii) 
 
Here, James seems to go beyond the conclusion that children’s language is not adequate for 
a portrayal of their emotions. Moreover, he seems to deem children’s emotions not worthy of 
portrayal to begin with. While writing What Maisie Knew, James stated that “children grow 
positively good only when they grow wise, and they grow wise only as they grow old and 
leave childhood behind them” (xvii). This places his omission of Maisie’s distress in a 
different light. However, regardless of his intentions, the effect remains the same: the reader 
is motivated to interpret Maisie’s consciousness from the sparse glimpses into her 
consciousness and from her circumstances. Perhaps the effect is all the more poignant for it, 
for the reader is left to imagine the worst possible effect Maisie’s misery has on her.  
These quotes seem to indicate James’ motives for applying his combination of 
narrative techniques. In an attempt to avoid the “degradation of sentiment”, James has 
omitted the more prominent, perhaps to him garish, emotional effects of Maisie’s dire 
circumstances. He leaves out inner, as well as – often - any outer effects; Maisie very rarely 
displays any emotional outbursts, so that when she does, the effect is all the more 
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impressive. A rare emotional outburst by Maisie occurs when she tries to persuade Sir 
Claude to take her away from everything by train. Here, Maisie applies every means 
available to her when she notices that displaying her emotions is not enough to convince Sir 
Claude: she even resorts to speaking French. Perhaps she is trying to strike a chord with him 
by appealing to their shared love for France.  
Obviously, whether Maisie rarely displays her emotions or the narrator merely does 
not describe them, remains unclear. This is the narrator’s prerogative. The former seems 
more plausible, as Maisie spends much of her time alone or with her governess. She is 
increasingly aware of when she should or should not speak out; she learns to assess the 
effect of her words and her silence. She becomes aware that were she to make any 
emotional claims on the adults, that might make them turn away from her even more.   
A second characteristic of James’ portrayal of Maisie’s consciousness is that at times 
it seems to extend beyond the realistic. In several instances, Maisie seems wise beyond her 
years. This characteristic of the novel may follow directly from the one discussed above: as 
James refrains from overtly emotional occurrences in Maisie’s consciousness, and, 
moreover, Maisie is not able to attach meaning to her circumstances, James has to depend 
on other means to add dramatic depth. When Sir Claude returns from London to France, 
Maisie notices he is ill at ease. What follows is a speculation by the narrator:  
 
It must have begun to come to her now that […] he could be afraid of himself. […] his 
fear was sweet to her, beautiful and tender to her, was having coffee and buttered 
rolls and talk and laughter that were no talk and laughter at all with her; his fear was 
in his jesting, postponing, perverting voice […]. (238) 
 
Maisie is older now. As she has reached Piaget’s concrete operational stage, Maisie should 
have shed her egocentrism and begun to see others’ viewpoints. It follows that she can 
detect Sir Claude’s stress. Furthermore, it seems plausible that Maisie is aware that their 
relationship is changing: as Sir Claude appears more and more vulnerable, their parent-child 
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relationship may gradually reverse. Moreover, she may be aware that the talk and laughter 
are a way for Sir Claude to keep up appearances and not allow Maisie to be affected by his 
stress. However, it seems unrealistic to ascribe to her an empathy this far-reaching. Maisie 
concluding that Sir Claude is afraid of himself, his fear being sweet to her or his voice 
perverting, seems unrealistic, even for a perceptive child like Maisie. Application of Piaget’s 
assimilation and accommodation makes explicit why: in order for Maisie to attach these 
meanings to Sir Claude’s behaviour, she would have to be familiar with them. It seems 
unlikely that young Maisie is familiar with fearing one’s self. 
James obviously has much to tell his readers and he, perhaps over-ambitiously, 
chooses to do it through Maisie. Holly Blackford has no objection to this. She remarks that 
James uses Maisie’s ‘innocent’ child’s perspective to expose adult hypocrisy (285), and 
analyses Maisie’s reaction to her mother’s new man as an example of this: Maisie asks her 
governess whether the man can be her new tutor, thereby exposing her governess as 
secretly having a relationship with her father. Blackford interprets the common use of child 
consciousness to reveal more than the child is conscious of as follows: “a less acculturated 
being can prove a particularly disarming means for criticizing social conventions, in the same 
fashion as stories with visitors from outer space can make visible nonsensical aspects of 
culture without losing the charm that disarms audiences” (285). However, there is of course a 
difference in this respect between children and aliens. Aliens are intrinsically foreign to us, 
whereas adult readers are familiar with a child’s consciousness. The example described by 
Blackford can be interpreted as Maisie asking an innocent question of which only we adult 
readers understand the exposing implications. In contrast, Maisie laying bare Sir Claude’s 
fear of himself definitively breaks with Maisie’s innocence. If James’ objective is a realistic 
portrayal of Maisie’s consciousness, interpretations such as these detract from that portrayal.  
The fragment quoted above, specifically the first sentence “It must have begun to 
come to her now that […] he could be afraid of himself”,  is significant in another respect. It 
indicates a third characteristic of James’ portrayal of Maisie’s consciousness: the narrator 
seems to speculate as to what Maisie is conscious of. This type of metacommunication, or 
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the narrator’s speculation as to the protagonist’s consciousness, also occurs in A High Wind 
in Jamaica. It reminds the reader that the child’s consciousness is foreign territory.  
Although Maisie’s language is not overtly childlike in syntax, morphology or 
phonology, her being a child is apparent in her speech. It is particularly apparent in how 
Maisie’s language contrasts with the language of the adults and her mother in particular. 
Maisie’s speech generally remains calm and modest, while her mother’s is impulsive, 
overbearing and aggressive. This adds to the impression of Maisie being isolated, innocent 
and ignorant. Mary Jane Hurst discusses a poignant illustrative scene. It is the same scene 
referred to above as illustrative of James’ reticence in portraying Maisie’s emotions: her 
mother is angry with her for mentioning the Captain. Hurst finds Maisie’s sentence “That was 
what the Captain said to me that day, mama” (165), to have a “gentle sing-song cadence 
with soft vowels” (13), which makes her sound like an innocent, sweet child. In contrast, the 
phrasing, sound and rhythm of her mother’s “The Captain? What Captain?” (165), “make her 
sound like a squawking parrot” (Hurst, 13). Hurst does not discuss another aggressive 
feature of Ida’s response: the alliteration in “You’re a dreadful, dismal, deplorable little thing” 
(166) makes for a vivid image of Maisie’s mother spitting out the words to her. 
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4.2. A High Wind in Jamaica (1929) 
The adventure novel A High Wind in Jamaica (1929) by Richard Hughes is remarkable in its 
departure from contemporary views on children. It is a revolutionary portrayal of young 
children as almost a different species, closer related to animals than to humans. The novel 
foregrounds the differences between adults and children instead of portraying children as 
(purer) versions of adults. The child protagonists are separated from their parents and 
become increasingly savage. Their baser instincts surface, unrestricted by parental guidance 
and discipline. Their stay with a company of pirates gradually evolves into a survival of the 
fittest, marked by increasing cruelty. When one of the older girls, Margaret, is taken by one of 
the pirates and made to live with him, the children calculatingly ostracize her as the weakest 
link, without any scruples as to her tragic circumstances. They also completely forget about 
the eldest sibling who accidentally dies; they never think or speak of him again. These events 
address the nature – nurture dichotomy. The novel seems to propose that such revered 
human capacities as empathy, tolerance and respectful remembrance of the dead are taught 
rather than being innate. It dismisses the view of children as being essentially pure and 
innocent.  
The novel’s significance as to the portrayal of children is and has been widely 
recognized, as Victoria de Rijke finds: the novel is seen as a definitive break with Victorian 
values such as the sentimental cult of childhood in particular (154), and it is seen as having 
“influenced twentieth-century feeling about children as decisively as Freud” (back cover, 
1994 Harvill edition). De Rijke questions Adrienne E. Kerzer’s opinion that the novel is not a 
children’s book. Kerzer finds that the novel discourages the child reader because of its 
definition of the child (6). Whether or not the book is unsuitable for children to read remains 
outside of the scope of this thesis. However, the novel’s definition of children is relevant here. 
Firstly, it is revolutionary and serves as an illustration of adults’ changing view of children 
during the Modernist era. Secondly, it seems interesting to investigate how the novel’s 
definition of children relates to the portrayal of the children’s consciousness. 
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In A High Wind in Jamaica, the portrayal of children’s consciousness is less a matter 
of form than it is of content. Stream-of-consciousness is not applied; the children’s thoughts 
are presented by an external narrator and their portrayal complies with the rules of logic and 
with linguistic restrictions. The focalization is external as well as internal. The narrator enters 
the children’s consciousness in indirect interior monologue yet is not entirely omniscient. 
Interestingly, the narrator occasionally explicitly admits to not knowing things. This occurs 
primarily when ten-year-old Emily’s consciousness is portrayed.  
Various techniques foreground that children are different from adults. Firstly, the 
novel explicitly addresses the impossibility of entering a child’s mind. It obviously 
simultaneously challenges it, as the novel does portray the children’s consciousness. There 
are several references in the novel to children’s minds being impenetrable. One of these is a 
reference to children’s aptitude for secrecy: 
 
A child can hide to most appalling secret without the least effort, and is practically 
secure against detection. Parents, finding that they see through their child in so 
many places the child does not know of, seldom realize that, if there is some point 
the child really gives his mind to hiding, their chances are nil. (139, 140)  
 
This fragment addresses children’s ability to render their mind impregnable if they want it to 
be. It portrays parents’ access to their children’s minds as limited, as being possible only 
when the child allows it. Moreover, the fragment thus portrays parents and children as 
opposing parties rather than participants in a loving, empathetic relationship. This notion 
recurs throughout the novel. 
Secondly, the novel seems to dismiss children as being less than human:  
 
Being nearly four years old, she was certainly a child: and children are human (if 
one allows the term ‘human’ in a wide sense): but she had not altogether ceased to 
be a baby: and babies of course are not human – they are animals […] In short, 
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babies have minds which work in terms and categories of their own which cannot be 
translated into the terms and categories of the human mind. (158)  
 
In other words: children are only human if the term is applied broadly, and babies are not 
human by any definition of the term. Here, the novel definitively dismisses the idea that 
young children’s minds are familiar to adult minds. It portrays them as foreign. It parts with 
the Victorian sentimental idea that children are purer versions of adults. More militantly, it 
rejects the notion of children being endearing: “Agreed that their minds are not just more 
ignorant and stupider than ours, but differ in kind of thinking (are mad, in fact)” (158). These 
definitions of childhood do not merely dismiss children as similar to adults. Moreover, the 
novel repeatedly mocks children, as it does in “It is true they look human – but not so human, 
to be quite fair, as many monkeys” (158). However, do these remarks discourage the child 
reader or do they in fact  signify the novel taking children seriously? Apart from the militancy 
of terms such as “ignorant”, “stupider”, “mad” and the comparison with monkeys, the novel 
addresses children differing “in kind of thinking” and working “in terms and categories of their 
own”. This can be read at least as an acknowledgement of the need to view children 
differently from adults if they are to be understood. Moreover, it signifies an emancipation of 
children as autonomous creatures rather than versions of adults.  
The narrative function of these seemingly dismissive remarks is particularly significant 
here. They appear to be an argumentation for what follows: “How then can one begin to 
describe the inside of Laura, where the child-mind lived in the midst of the familiar relics of 
the baby-mind, like a Fascist in Rome?” (159). After a rather laboured comparison between 
infants and octopuses, the passage concludes again with the notion that it is impossible to 
know what young children think. The argument is carried further with a sobering view of 
adults by children: “Ordinarily, any coarseness or malformity of adult flesh is in the highest 
degree repulsive to a child” (190). This statement breaks with yet another romantic notion, 
namely that of children aspiring to be like adults. It seems like a final testament to adults and 
children being of enemy camps, which is pervasive throughout the novel.  
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Furthermore, there is much misunderstanding between adults and children. The 
pirates think they have taken on board a group of innocent, harmless beings and they are 
surprised at the children becoming more and more savage. This development mirrors the 
children imitating the pirates yet keeping their distance because they simultaneously notice 
that the pirates are not worthy of their admiration. This push-pull movement comes to a 
climax as the drunk pirate captain puts his hand under Emily’s chin and begins to stroke her 
hair. The ever-present danger of the pirates assaulting the defenceless children suddenly 
becomes imminent. However, Emily resists and bites the captain’s thumb. She is “horrified at 
her own madness” (143) and runs to the other children. “’What have you done!’ cried Laura, 
pushing her away angrily: ‘Oh you wicked girl, you’ve hurt him!’” (143). Unlike Margaret, 
Emily remains unharmed by the pirates even when she is confined to the captain’s cabin.  
This admiration – rejection dichotomy the children feel towards the pirates is related 
to what Richard Poole holds to be the central concern in many of Hughes’ works: “the vexed 
question of moral values in a world where 'good' and 'evil' can no longer he seen as 
absolutes, or even as polar opposites” (10). As the children have to make do with the pirates 
as their role models, they inevitably find good in them as well. They learn that even pirates, 
whom the children know as evil, have some good in them. They learn to think in other terms 
than absolute opposites. Of course the great irony of the novel lies in the title: the children 
are sent to England as their parents attempt to protect them from harm, in the form of the 
hurricane in Jamaica, yet they end up among evil. The parents, whom the children obviously 
see as good, are not only unable to help their children, they are ultimately the cause of all 
their problems.  
The children’s minds being different is also foregrounded in instances where even the 
narrator does not know what is in a child’s mind, regardless of any agency on the child’s part. 
In an instance of metacommunication, the narrator wonders about Emily: “What was in her 
mind now? I can no longer read Emily’s deeper thoughts, or handle their cords. Henceforth 
we must be content to surmise” (276). Why the narrator is now incapable of reading Emily’s 
mind remains unclear. However, this observation does have a remarkable narrative effect. 
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Although the novel makes a point of children’s minds being closed to adults, one would 
expect an insight into them at this crucial moment. After all, Hughes has the reader 
wondering here whether Emily is reluctant to incriminate the pirates of the murder she herself 
committed, or that she is simply ignorant of what is happening. Hughes seems to want to 
emphasize that even he, the writer, cannot control what a child’s mind reveals. Obviously, it 
adds to the suspense, as well as to the novel’s seemingly realistic view of children’s 
consciousness. Therefore, it paradoxically reinforces the reality of earlier glimpses into the 
children’s consciousness. 
These glimpses in themselves seem realistic. For instance, young Laura, the infant, 
focuses in the manner that young children do. When the older children realize they are in the 
company of pirates, they are utterly confused. They have difficulty in trying to accommodate 
the information that even pirates can be good. Laura is altogether too young to understand. 
However, although she does not know what pirates are, “the question was evidently 
important to the older ones, therefore she gave her whole mind to listening” (146). The 
description seems true to how young children can be impulsively motivated by the 
excitement of others without questioning why. Secondly, Laura does not merely pay 
attention; she gives her whole mind to listening. This total surrender of the mind is portrayed 
most often in the portrayal of Emily. She contemplates her identity, even thinking for a short 
time that she is perhaps God. However, as she matures,  
 
those times of consciousness […] were becoming sinister. Life threatened to be no 
longer an incessant, automatic discharge of energy: more and more often, and when 
least expected, all that would suddenly drop from her, and she would remember […] 
that Heaven alone knew what was going to happen to the incompetent little thing, by 
what miracle she was going to keep her end up…. Whenever this happened, her 
stomach seemed to drop away within her a hundred and fifty feet. (186)  
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The length of this quote seems appropriate as it represents the novel’s great variety in 
seemingly authentic childlike aspects. Firstly, Emily’s “times of consciousness” becoming 
“sinister” indicates her slowly leaving her dreamlike, childlike fantasies behind in favour of the 
harsh reality she finds herself in. This is consistent with her developmental stage: she is 
beginning to acquire knowledge instead of entertaining fantasies. Emily also realizes her own 
relative inconsequence, which contrasts with her previous megalomania. Moreover, she is 
grasped by the inconsequence of humans in general and how they are subjected to a higher 
power, which indicates her broadening her perspective. The novel foregrounds that the 
children have no choice in how their consciousness develops; it seems to control them 
against their will. The tragic irony is that Emily in particular has more to fear from her own 
mind than from her circumstances: “she never knew when she might offend this inner harpy, 
Conscience, unwittingly: and lived in terror of those brazen claws, should she ever let it be 
hatched from the egg” (156). Although fragments such as these are not uninhibited by 
linguistic restrictions, they do comply with the two other features of stream-of-consciousness: 
they are obviously directed by impulse and not inhibited by logic.  
The assimilation and accommodation of new information by the children is addressed 
by Reinhard Kuhn. In his analysis of A High Wind in Jamaica, he focuses on how the children 
compute death and sex. He notes that death initially does not seem to be real to the children, 
which is illustrated by John’s fatal accident. Even Emily killing the captured Dutch captain 
“does not bring about the immediate collapse of Emily’s paradise” (154). It does, however, 
initiate the gradual process of disintegration that has begun earlier. Now, it places Emily’s 
earlier, more innocent encounters with death in a new light. She finally realizes Tabby the cat 
was brutally slaughtered by wild cats in Jamaica, when at the time, she thought they were 
merely chasing him. The extent to which Emily finally loses her innocence remains unknown. 
This, in fact, is what makes the children’s return to their parents and the time after that 
especially intriguing and suspenseful. As Emily is forced to tell the court a false account of 
what the pirates have done, it remains unclear what she actually knows. Her account of the 
murder of the Dutch captain is unjustly interpreted as an incrimination of the pirates, who are 
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subsequently sentenced to death. Emily does not realize that she is instrumental in the death 
of the pirates, with whom she was close despite of her occasional fear. Her great tragedy is 
that she is thus ultimately betrayed by the adults whom she trusts, but who do not make the 
effort to see what is going on inside her mind. The development of her mind up to this point 
provides the reader with an insight into Emily’s consciousness that even reaches beyond the 
end of the novel; it seems inevitable that she will realize that Margaret was molested and that 
she had an older brother whom she will never see again.  
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4.3. Call it Sleep (1934) 
Henry Roth’s Call it Sleep (1934) features a wide variety of narrative techniques to portray a 
child’s consciousness. Young David is followed from infancy to the age of eight. Although the 
story is told largely from David’s point of view, the focalization is variable: there is 
nonfocalized narrative, external narration by the narrator, direct interior monologue, indirect 
interior monologue and omniscient narration. Roth is comprehensive in his portrayal of 
David’s consciousness; the reader is given the impression of unrestricted access to David’s 
thoughts and feelings. There seems to be no restriction as to which sensations, imaginations, 
intuitions and symbolizations the reader is invited to. Aside from the variation in narration and 
techniques, David’s young age is apparent in other aspects of the novel’s language. 
The narrative is highly sensory: smells, sights and sounds are pervasive throughout 
the novel and add to the sense of young David exploring the world around him. Furthermore, 
there are various references to him being small: “He was thirsty, but the iron hip of the sink 
rested on legs tall almost as his own body, and by no stretch of arm, no leap, could he ever 
reach the distant tap. […] But he was thirsty” (17). Descriptions such as these enhance the 
sense of David being dependent and not equipped to deal with the world around him. He 
feels excluded and fearful of especially his father, whose volatile temper is introduced in the 
prologue and is pervasive throughout the novel: “Red days were Sundays, days his father 
was home. It always gave David a little qualm of dread to watch them draw near” (19). 
Cecilia K. Farr remarks that although David is afraid to see his father, he is also afraid of 
being left by him, “leave him in some lonely street. The thought sent shudders of horror 
through his body. No! No! He couldn’t do that!” (24). Farr concludes: “Like the Jews, David 
fears his father’s punishment, but fears his renunciation even more” (50).  
There is more to David’s relationship with his father. In David’s close relationship with 
his mother, his father is the intruder. When David’s father is home, his aggression and stress 
fill the small apartment and reduces David’s and his mother’s space. In all, David’s fear of 
seeing his father seems to outweigh his fear of renunciation, which actually does surface 
later on, as David learns he is not his father’s biological son. David’s terror at the thought of 
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being left alone in the street seems to be related less to his father than to David’s fear of the 
world outside his mother’s kitchen.  
The exception to the consistent application of fixed internal focalization is the 
prologue, which describes a scene from David’s infancy in third-person. Furthermore, there 
are examples of Genette’s alterations, where the focalization momentarily shifts without it 
signifying a departure from the internal focalization. Book one begins with a five-year-old 
David wanting a glass of water. His thoughts are presented in the third person:  
 
Where did the water come from that lurked so secretly in the curve of the brass? 
Where did it go, gurgling down the drain? What a strange world must be hidden 
behind the walls of a house! But he was thirsty. (17)  
 
Water “lurking secretly”, “in the curve of the brass”, and a strange world being hidden behind 
the walls seem plausible as being the thoughts of a five-year-old child. So does his mother 
looking “as tall as a tower” (17). However, the focalization seems to have shifted with “a 
vague, fugitive darkness blurred the hollow above her cheekbone, giving to her face and to 
her large brown eyes, set in their white ovals, a reserved and almost mournful air” (17). This 
fragment seems unlikely to represent a thought of David’s. It is certainly not a five-year-old’s 
language. This paralepsis-type alteration – it provides more information than consistent 
internal focalization would - seems to be a subtle instance of external focalization which 
serves to make the reader acquainted with David’s mother, as she is pivotal to him. Perhaps 
Roth found that omniscient narration is indispensable here in the comprehensive portrayal of 
David’s parents, as David is naturally oblivious to some aspects of their personality. The 
question is whether aspects such as these are essential to the novel. 
Where the novel leads up to the climax where David receives an electric shock, the 
focalization is more obviously external. This example qualifies more as variable focalization 
than a mere alteration, as it is consistent throughout the twenty-three-page paragraph. The 
internal focalization seems to have been exchanged for omniscient narration. The focus 
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shifts to the witnesses of David’s accident and their conversations. It is not the witnesses’ 
point of view that is presented; it is their conversations rather than their consciousness. 
However, David cannot be aware of these people and their speech. The witnesses’ speech is 
alternated with David’s thoughts, written in italics. 
 
Nothing … A barge on a slack hawser or  
a gunwale against the dock chirping  
because a  
‘I’ll raise it.’  
boat was passing.  
– Papa like nearly.  
Or a door tittering to and fro in the wind.  
‘Heaz a can-opener fer ye I sez.’  
Nothing. He crept back. (416)  
 
This narrative technique enhances the sense of David’s loneliness. He cannot go home, to 
his refuge, because he fears his father might kill him. His consciousness, which is in severe 
turmoil, is contrasted to the everyday conversations of adults around him. No one pays 
attention to David, which enhances both his isolation and the sense of imminent danger from 
the electric current. 
One of the crucial questions of the novel is whether David is eventually emancipated. 
Does he develop from a sheltered, isolated, frightened boy into a man who stakes his claim 
to a successful existence as an immigrant? It is left up to the last paragraph to provide an 
answer, if any, to that question. The paragraph begins with “He might as well call it sleep” 
and ends with “One might as well call it sleep. He shut his eyes” (440). David actually seems 
to go to sleep as he is recovering from nearly being electrocuted. However, Jeffrey 
Saperstein holds that David “is in a heightened sense of awareness and has begun to 
organize his experience of the world into patterns of meaning and sense” (47). As David 
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remembers the accident and this time, he relies on all his senses to re-experience it. 
Saperstein: “Coming through this difficult initiation, David has acquired a palpable sense and 
an acceptance of his place in this world” (47). What makes this ‘rebirth’, as Saperstein 
names it, realistic and typical of David is the terror that speaks from it. This terror is in fact 
absent in the moment of the accident itself, as then David is preoccupied with the power of 
the electric shock. He believes it will bring him closer to God. Hana Wirth-Nesher adds that 
David not only seeks God between the rails; she holds that as his mother has sent him to the 
streets to escape his father’s anger, “his thoughts evoke his desire to return to the womb” 
(308). She elaborates: “David is both running away from his actual mother and running 
toward an image of that mother in the crack between the car tracks” (308). Although Wirth-
Nesher’s latter conclusion is not entirely convincing, David does seem to turn to God in 
search for guidance in lieu of his parents’. His continual movement away from his home and 
out into the real world has lead him to the tracks. He is drawn by his earlier sight of the 
electric sparks and their power, which he hopes will bring him closer to any guiding power.  
In the last paragraph, he departs from his fantasies and finally realizes what danger 
he has escaped. In his mind, he relives his terror, almost literally contains it and banishes it 
to the past:  
 
It was only towards sleep that ears had power to cull again and reassemble the shrill 
cry, the hoarse voice, the scream of fear, the bells, the thick-breathing, the roar of 
crowds and all sounds that lay fermenting in the vats of silence and the past. (440)  
 
Jeffrey Saperstein holds that the last sentence reading “He shut his eyes” instead of David 
falling asleep is important: “It implies that David has not regressed to a condition of passivity. 
Instead, David has become a less impulsive, more mature child” (48). David falling asleep 
does not necessarily imply impulsivity or immaturity though. It seems that the effects of 
David’s experience and his subsequent ‘rebirth’ are sufficiently powerful to last beyond a 
much needed good night’s sleep. 
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Roth applies stream-of-consciousness particularly when David is anxious or 
frightened. David’s thoughts and feelings are presented as impulsive and therefore at times 
they are difficult to follow: “That time – Annie – closet. Cellar – Luter. Sh! Don’t! Gee! Sin it 
was. Hurry up! Sin it was! Every place, sin it is. Didn’t know. Hurry up! Coal He touched him. 
Hurry up!” (236-237). These passages in particular render the novel scriptible, as they 
foreground the writing and urge the reader to decipher what is meant. The impulsive 
language conveys the impulsivity of David’s consciousness: there is no logic to his thoughts, 
they remain unfinished, the exclamation marks enhance the panic David feels by remember 
what happened to him and to Annie in the cellar.   
Aside from the stream-of-consciousness fragments, the novel’s language is 
characteristic, firstly, in that it foregrounds that David is a child. Roth applies children’s idiom 
and syntax: “No. Have to show her first. See what I got. Then could buy. What? Candy? No. 
Like to get those little balls in the hooplecage. You blow and catch. Only can’t catch so good” 
(233). He also uses childlike exclamations such as “Peeuh!” and “Yich!” (223). This makes 
for a realistic portrayal of David’s consciousness; it creates a sense of being a direct witness 
to it. Aside from the childlike idiom and syntax, there is another way in which Roth’s 
application of language foregrounds David’s young age. After he is beaten by his volatile 
father, he is tormented by other children in the street (89). He finally lunges at one of his 
tormenters, who David fears is thereby seriously injured or even killed. He runs away in an 
attempt to escape from all his troubles, but decides to return. Throughout the scene, there is 
an emphasis on David’s walking and running. His longing for home is apparent in thoughts 
on food:  
 
Milk-supper, maybe, when he came upstairs […] Sour. Cream. Sour. Cream. Like it, 
like it, like it. I – like – it. I like cake but I don’t like herring. I like cake, but I don’t like 
what? I like cake, but I don’t like, like, like, herring. In don’t don’t – How far was it still? 
(94)  
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The language can be labelled as Dujardin’s hodgepodge. It seems spontaneous and 
demands some decoding by the reader. This enhances the impression of being granted a 
view inside David’s consciousness. What makes the language distinctly childlike, is that the 
rhythm of his thoughts seems to become aligned with the rhythm of his steps. One can easily 
imagine David saying the words, half-aloud, half in his own head, on the impact of his feet on 
the pavement. It seems authentically childlike to have physical impulses invade thoughts as 
children have a shorter attention span and are more easily distracted. Repetition and rhythm 
are not the only stylistic features here; the language in itself is again childlike:  
 
Right away, right away. Be home right away … This one? … Didn’t look like … Next 
one bet .. Giddyap, giddyap, giddyap … One little house … two little house … three 
little house … Corner coming, corner coming, corner – Here? (94) 
  
A further childlike feature of David’s consciousness apparent in his language is that 
he attributes human characteristics to inanimate objects, as he does to the street when he is 
lost: “His eyes, veering in every direction, implored the stubborn street for an answer it would 
not yield. And suddenly terror pounced” (95). Finally, David’s extreme fear of being lost 
(“terror pounced”) is also characteristic of a five-year-old’s in its irrationality and its intensity.  
There are examples in the novel of Roth taking the hodgepodge further. At times, 
David’s consciousness is presented in syntactically minimalist phrases or even mere sounds. 
When David is on his way to the electric rail, the place of his accident, he takes in his 
surroundings: “as in the pit of the west, the last […] smudge of rose, staining the stem of […] 
the trembling, jagged […] chalice of the night-taut stone with […] the lees of day […]” (416). 
David is eight now. This is not the language of a child; the focalization is obviously external. 
However, it has another effect which is pervasive throughout the novel: David’s isolation. It 
contrasts with the everyday, at times vulgar, language of the witnesses. The sun is setting 
and David is alone and in a chaotic state of mind. Furthermore, after he is struck down by 
electric current, there are sounds which he may or may not be aware of, as he is 
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unconscious: “Khi-r-r-r-f. S-s-s-s. (E-e-e-e. E-e-e-e-. One ember fanned ... dulling ... 
uncertain)” (422). The sounds add to the strangeness of the situation and therefore again to 
David’s isolation. One cannot be sure what exactly is causing them or whether they are signs 
of something else to happen. The reader is not made aware and neither is David.  
As to the effects of these fragments, Suzanne Rahn’s objections to the ‘Negro dialect’ 
cannot be ignored. They are at times difficult to understand, as are the fragments in Yiddish 
and those in dialect. The obvious objective behind the deviant language is to add to the 
realism of the novel. It does. It also adds to impression, again, of David being isolated. 
However, the difficulty in reading these fragments is undeniable. The question whether Roth 
alienates his readers here is justified.  
Thus in Call it Sleep, the language emphasizes David being a child and an isolated 
child at that. Thus far, only the standard English in the novel is discussed. A further 
distinctive language feature of the novel is the use of accents and of Yiddish. It is not until 
David’s mother Genya picks him up from the police station that it becomes obvious her 
English is not very good. Although her speech is thus far rendered in English, it turns out she 
speaks Yiddish to David and to her neighbours. David speaks English with a heavy accent 
with his friends (“’Waddee hitchuh fuh? Hey!’ ‘Hey watsa madder!’” (368)), as do others, like 
the policemen at the station: “’C’mon, me boy, yer all roit.’” (99), though with a different 
accent. Passages such as these are quite difficult to read, which makes reading the novel an 
eye-opening experience as to the difficulties a young immigrant must undergo in a strange 
country.  
The deviant language has an additional effect here. In the police station, David for the 
first time sees his mother, whom he idolizes, as not being able to cope. Her language 
difficulties are symbolic for her inability to guide and  protect her son beyond her front door. 
This takes away from the blissful isolation he has felt up to now, of the warm, glowing kitchen 
being a refuge from the dangers of the street. The inadequate command of the English 
language means that others are not merely kept out of the house; they are themselves 
confined to it, isolated. David is in fact doubly isolated: his mother speaks Yiddish when she 
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does not want David to understand what she is saying. His mother’s incapability to make 
herself understood by the policeman also sheds a different light on his father’s rage, as his 
own language problems must make him feel undeserving of the respect of others. 
All the other accents and dialects add to the sense of David being disoriented. 
Especially directly after his accident, which has left David half-conscious, the different voices 
and modes of speech in stream-of-consciousness style add to the confusion. Hana Wirth-
Nesher proposes that with this sequence, with its “Joycean epiphanies and stream of 
consciousness and its collage of disembodies voices reminiscent of Eliot’s Wasteland” (308), 
identifies Roth as a Modernist writer. Furthermore, the combination of everyday and lyrical 
language, the staccato sentences and even the typography of the sequence symbolize the 
epiphanic chaos in David’s mind. They add to the impact of the scene as a symbol for the 
irreversible revolution in David’s relationship with his father.  
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4.4. A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1914-1915) 
James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1914-1915) is well-known for its agile 
application of stream-of-consciousness. Joyce navigates between third-person narration, 
first-person direct speech and stream-of-consciousness. His free indirect style is combined 
with distinctly childlike language. It makes for engaging reading from the first page: “When 
you wet the bed first it is warm then it gets cold. His mother put on the oilsheet. That had the 
queer smell” (3). The realism of the sequence makes the experience easily imaginable. The 
fragment illustrates Joyce’s variation between narrative techniques: although “his mother” is 
in the third person, “the” and “queer” seem childlike. The style is also childlike: “When you 
wet the bed … cold” is written in a rambling style, or, as Brian McHale formulates it: the 
sentence has a “breathless, run-on quality” (205). Joyce achieves a use of language that 
evolves as the protagonist Stephen Dedalus does; it develops from childlike to mature. As 
this thesis is concerned with the portrayal of children’s minds, this analysis is limited to the 
first few sections of the novel, which portray Stephen as a young child. 
Joyce provides seemingly realistic glances into young Stephen’s childlike 
consciousness. In the first section of the first chapter, Stephen must be around four years 
old. That is apparent immediately, as the novel starts with a small children’s story Stephen’s 
father tells him in small children’s language such as the word “moocow” (3). Secondly, 
Stephen identifies with a boy in the story named “baby tuckoo” (3). Thirdly, Stephen’s 
thoughts and impressions enter his mind impulsively. He produces trains of seemingly 
random thoughts. Finally, his impressions are often sensory: as mentioned, he thinks of how 
his bed feels when he wets it, he mentions his mother smelling nicer than his father, and this 
first page and a half contains no less than four auditory experiences: a story and three 
songs. Angela Frattarola notes: “It is not until the modernist period that the novel becomes 
saturated with sound — both in content and form” (134). She notes that in A Portrait, 
“Stephen Dedalus gives precedence to the sounds of words over their function or meaning” 
(144). She adds that Stephen being a writer makes him particularly attentive to the sounds of 
speech (145). Frattarola’s findings notwithstanding, sound seems to have found its way into 
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particularly the first section of  A Portrait not only because the novel is Modernist or because 
the protagonist is to be a writer. Additionally, sound seems likely to be especially relevant for 
children because of their shorter attention span. Anything deviating from ordinary speech, be 
it in melody or rhyme, is more likely to make an impression on a young consciousness. 
Therefore, specifically in this section, sound foregrounds Stephen’s young age. 
Jefferey Simons finds an example on the first page of the novel of an interconnection 
between sound and the movement of Stephen’s body. Stephen’s mother plays the sailor’s 
hornpipe on the piano and Stephen dances to the song. Simons analyses the refrain as 
follows: “Two superimposed levels of speech sound, syllables of alternating prominence and 
tone units flowing over them, accord with the movement of Stephen’s body and feet” (190). 
Similarly to Frattarola, Simons regards the sequence as an example of “early responses to 
poetry and writing [which] anticipate Stephen’s lyric vocation” (189). Aside from a child’s 
typical attentiveness to sound, as also described in the analysis of Call it Sleep, the refrain 
and Stephen’s dancing have another significance. They are necessary reminders of Stephen 
being a young child, as this page and a half contain relatively many references to serious 
(adult) affairs, such as the Parnell – Davitt political conflict, Dante’s threat of an eagle coming 
to pull out Stephen’s eyes, and Stephen having to apologize for wanting to marry Eileen. The 
simplicity of the song balances the weight of these issues and emphasizes the child’s 
uncomplicated happiness. 
In the second section of the first chapter, Stephen must be around twelve years old. 
He has been enrolled into Clongowes College for boys, where he participates, albeit not very 
actively, in a ball game. Peter Nohrnberg interprets Stephen “feigning to run now and then” 
(4) as, again, a foreshadowing of his artistic calling: “Significantly, ‘feint’ has its etymological 
roots in Latin fingere, from which the word fiction also derives” (112). Joyce’s choice of words 
aside, Stephen not participating in the game is an early reference to his recurring isolation, 
which will be discussed in the next few paragraphs of this thesis. Joyce applies stream-of-
consciousness to portray the still childlike impulsiveness of Stephen’s consciousness. For 
example, the fact that he keeps his hands in his pockets because they are cold reminds him 
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of his grey suit being belted, “That was a belt around his pocket” (5). The thought is difficult 
to place without the subsequent sentences: “And belt was also to give a fellow a belt. One 
day a fellow had said to Cantwell: -I’d give you such a belt in a second” (5). Now it is clear 
that merely the word ‘belt’ is enough to make Stephen think, as he often does, of the 
recurring aggression among the college boys. It invades his consciousness impulsively and 
unexpectedly, which is also a feature of particularly children’s minds.  
During the game, he remembers a schoolmate’s crude remark. Here, the language 
suggests that Stephen copies an often-repeated comment by his mother: “That was not a 
nice expression” (5). Joyce creates an image here of Stephen being a well-brought up yet 
sheltered child that assesses others by the standards impressed on him by his mother. The 
thought instigates a thought of her: “His mother had told him not to speak to the rough boys 
in the college. Nice mother!” (5). “rough boys” is distinctively characteristic of a young boy’s 
language, moreover: a young boy who listens to his mother. The choice of words is typical of 
a boy younger than Stephen’s actual age of twelve. This reinforces the notion that Stephen’s 
upbringing was sheltered. Furthermore, the exclamation mark indicates Stephen’s childlike 
longing for his mother, added to by the previous description of the scene: he is intimidated by 
the other boys and he “[feels] his body small and weak amid the throng of players and his 
eyes were weak and watery” (4). Peter Nohrnberg notices Joyce’s repetition in this phrase: 
“the repetition of ‘weak’, first to signify a lack of physical strength and then to suggest an 
absence of visual acuity, reveals his intense insecurity among the group of boys” (103).  
However, Galia Benziman interprets Stephen’s “absence of visual acuity” differently. 
Benziman characterizes A Portrait as presenting “a child’s consciousness that is violently at 
odds with its surroundings” (160). She adds: “The central impetus becomes the child’s 
imaginative attempt to reorganize and reconstruct the existing arrangement of external 
circumstances in a way that will harmonize with his innocent fantasies and compensate for 
his deep sense of vulnerability and insecurity” (161). Stephen’s insecurities are obvious; he is 
afraid of his classmates as well as his teachers at Clongowes. However, he finds the 
courage to take action when he is unjustly punished. A teacher lashes his hands for not 
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working, although Stephen has explained that he is excused from class work as his glasses 
are broken and he cannot see. Although he is reluctant at first, he lets his classmates 
persuade him to report the teacher to the rector. Stephen’s walk to the rector is intimidating 
(“It was dark and silent and his eyes were weak and tired with tears so that he could not see” 
(57)), but he manages to tell the rector what happened. The rector promises Stephen that he 
will talk to the rector. Afterwards, Stephen is celebrated by his classmates who hoist him up 
over their heads as if he were a hero. Thus Stephen reconstructs his circumstances so that 
they harmonize with his fantasies that a teacher should be exemplary in his enforcement of 
fairness and justice and in his application of punishment. The event foreshadows Stephen’s 
ultimate difficult decision to not join the clergy, against especially his mother’s wishes, and try 
to become a writer.  
Although Stephen has not broken his glasses intentionally, Benziman holds that 
Stephen is ‘scheming’: “Stephen is trying to avoid seeing external reality too well” (166). 
Stephen’s desire to retract from reality is indeed pervasive throughout the novel. He seems 
happiest in sheltered isolation, as is obvious from the beginning of the novel. On the cold 
field, pretending to play a ball game, Stephen wishes to be on his mother’s lap, or, as that is 
impossible, inside, in bed. Benziman remarks on Stephen pressing his hands against his 
ears in the school’s busy dining room, “And when he closed the flaps the roar was shut off 
like a train going into a tunnel’’ (13). Benziman:  
 
Imagination thus takes over in the midst of a bustling social scene, and the interiority 
conquers the noises of the outside. Stephen’s game […] is secret and private, though 
played in public; it allows his subjectivity to gain control over the soundtrack of the 
refectory by transforming its objective signification into part of his private chain of 
associations and memories as he remembers and relives a real train voyage at 
Dalkey. (166) 
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What Benziman describes here relates closely to what David does in Call it Sleep, in the 
scene where he is lost. David uses his footsteps to distract himself from the fact that he does 
not know where he is: their rhythm soothes, albeit momentarily, his growing panic. Stephen 
controls the noise in the refectory and manipulates it into being a reminder of a happy 
memory. Both children calm themselves by mentally reconstructing their circumstances. This 
adds to the realism of the portrayal of both boys’ consciousness.  
As Stephen miserably suffers the cold on the football field and desperately longs for 
his mother in a crowded and noisy refectory, the sense of distress speaking from the pages 
is almost overwhelming. Joyce runs the risk here of overdramatizing what many young boys 
at Clongowes must feel like to a greater or lesser extent. This is perhaps the reason for the 
following, more mundane reference to Stephen being a child. His mind travels back to his 
first day at Clongowes: “when she said goodbye […] her nose and eyes were red. But he 
pretended not to see that she was going to cry” (5). Why Stephen pretends not to see 
remains as of yet unclear. One may suspect he does not want to make the event 
unnecessarily more painful for his mother, which is plausible yet quite advanced for a twelve-
year-old boy. However, his motivation actually proves to be less empathetic than that: “She 
was a nice mother but she was not so nice when she cried” (3). This statement is as matter-
of-fact as can be expected from a boy Stephen’s age. He is sufficiently egocentric to 
comment on his mother not being very pretty when she cries, with no regard for how 
inconsequential her looks are compared to her distress.  
At home, Stephen appears more and more as an outsider in his own family. A 
recurring theme is Irish politics, which young Stephen does not understand yet is confronted 
with through the heated discussions at home. Here, Stephen’s isolation as an 
uncomprehending child tragically mirrors his isolation at school. Both foreshadow his 
isolation in contemplating a vocation as a writer rather than a clergyman.  
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4.5. The Sound and the Fury (1929) 
Of all five novels analysed in this thesis, William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury (1929) is the 
most uniform in narrative style. Three of the four sections are written in consistent multiple internal 
focalization: in each of them, a protagonist recounts the  Compson family tragedy. None of the 
sections reveal the complete story. The fourth section is narrated in third-person by an omniscient 
narrator. However, the reader’s expectation to finally read the whole story, perhaps from the fourth 
child, Caddy, is not met. By having the three Compson brothers each present their perspective on the 
family tragedy, Faulkner foregrounds the subjectivity of reality. They all have their unique version of 
what happened. And as the novel progresses, each narrator provides their individual details and the 
reader pieces the tragedy together. Faulkner has said that he felt he needed the four narrative voices to 
successfully convey the story.  
Particularly the first part of the novel, narrated by Benjy, makes for a challenging read. 
Although Benjy is not a child - he is thirty-three years old - his narrative is childlike, as he is mentally 
impaired. This is apparent in his thinking as well as his language. Firstly, Benjy is incapable of 
accommodating information. A small yet significant example is Benjy repeatedly being told to protect 
his hands from the cold (6, 11). Versh even puts Benjy’s hands in his pockets for him (6), only to have 
to repeat his advice six sentences later. Apparently, Benjy does not learn from being told or from 
experience; he cannot accommodate the information that his hands freeze when he does not protect 
them. 
Secondly, in Benjy’s mind, the past and the present continuously and illogically alternate. He 
impulsively travels back and forth between both, as he does between flashbacks from different times 
in his life. The smallest impulse has him vividly reliving what happened years ago. Sometimes it 
remains unclear why a certain impulse reminds Benjy of a certain memory. An example is his 
companion Luster finding a golf ball, which somehow reminds Benjy of walking in on his sister on the 
swing with one of her lovers (46). The whole Compson property reminds Benjy of the past. The 
people around him do not understand why he is crying or what sets it off. This is the isolation of an 
uncomprehending child.  
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Cheryl Lester analyses the significance of the golf course throughout the novel. She holds that 
it signifies the sale and the conversion of the Compson property. In Benjy’s narrative specifically, she 
finds that the course ironically enhances his confusion and thereby his isolation: “Repetitions of the 
word ‘caddie’ saturate the course, ironically confirming Benjy’s confusion over the reconfigured 
homespace and the absence of his sister Caddy” (122). It is often his sister whom Benjy is reminded 
of. This recurrence of Caddy in Benjy’s memories indicates early on that she is central in the story of 
the Compson family. Although it is not always why sights or smells remind Benjy of her, it becomes 
increasingly clear that she is central to the narrative. Humphrey finds that Faulkner, like most stream-
of-consciousness writers, has presented “the inherent discontinuity of psychic processes and [made] it 
meaningful” (69). Benjy being reminded of Caddy by smells and sights seems to be an example of 
this. Robert L. Yarup sheds light on another example in Benjy’s narrative. The scene of his birthday in 
the present is intermingled with flashbacks of, among others, Caddy’s tenderness toward Benjy, which 
foregrounds mother Compson’s coldness, her egocentricity and her “corrupting moral negativity” (35). 
Benjy burning his hand as he tries to touch the “bright, smooth shapes” (57) behind the closed firedoor 
foregrounds his innocence. Yarup: “Through the ramblings of what appears to be disjointed 
association, Faulkner paradoxically reminds us of the retarded Benjy’s humanity against which the 
moral dissolution of the house can be so tragically measured” (34). Although the house’s moral 
dissolution is not yet apparent in Benjy’s narrative, his seemingly random flashbacks and flash 
forwards do indeed gradually appear meaningful as they foreground Caddy and her promiscuity.  
A second childlike feature of Benjy’s narrative is that he is often led by his senses, especially 
smell and sight: “I could smell the bright cold” (6). The smell of leaves and trees recurs as a reminder 
of his sister Caddy: “Caddy smelled like trees” (44). Both Caddy’s smell and Benjy’s sight of her 
muddy underwear when she is up in a tree recur as references to her promiscuity, which ultimately is 
her downfall.  
The third characteristic of Benjy’s childlike mind is that he merely registers what happens 
around him, instead of reflecting on it. Overall, his consciousness is marked by impulsiveness and a 
lack in logic. It is particularly this impulsiveness that calls for the labelling of this novel as stream-of-
consciousness. The absence of linguistic restrictions in Benjy’s language is most prominent in its 
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parataxis: “We were playing in the branch and Caddy squatted down and got her dress whet and Versh 
said […]” (17). He very literally registers people’s utterances, apparently without seeing them as 
interconnected. The frequent repetition of phrases such as “Mother said”, “Uncle Maury said” and 
“Luster said”, makes for laboured reading. Furthermore, Benjy’s limited vocabulary is obvious. Peter 
Barry analyses Benjy’s “under-lexicalisation”, in other words: his use of descriptive circumlocutions 
rather than the right words for things. Barry suggests that a stylistic analyses of Benjy’s narrative 
indicates that he is unable to perceive the world in socially acceptable ways, as most other people do 
(209). Social acceptability is a recurring theme in the novel; as Caddy becomes pregnant without being 
married, the family fears being regarded as dishonoured. Remarkably, the children’s father, though a 
distant, cynical alcoholic, asserts that virginity is a mere moral invention and that Caddy does not need 
to worry. It seems, however, that social acceptability is of secondary importance in Benjy’s 
contribution to the narrative. His linguistic and mental limitations seem to function more as a 
testament to the subjectivity of each of the narrators’ view of reality. Benjy being the first narrator 
makes the reader contend initially with a highly coloured and incomplete version of the Compson 
family story. It necessitates an open mind and a willingness to piece the story together.  
Strikingly, Benjy’s narrative calls attention not only to personal perspectives being flawed; it 
foregrounds the other characters’ personal flaws as well. Although Benjy, due to his mental 
impairment, seems different and the others ‘normal’, Jason’s harshness, Quentin’s sensitivity and 
Caddy’s impulsiveness are eventually detrimental to them. This aspect allows for a reading of the 
novel as addressing the emancipation of perhaps not children but rather the childlike. Benjy’s 
perspective is as valuable as the others’, perhaps even more as it is not obscured by greed, cruelty or a 
preoccupation with (insignificant) moral values.  
5. Results and conclusions 
 
The five Modernist works analysed in this thesis were selected because they have in 
common a portrayal of a child’s consciousness, in itself an innovative subject for a novel from 
the Modernist era. Although the child’s consciousness may seem a natural extension of the 
typically Modernist interest in the human consciousness and the human subjective view of 
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reality, its literary portrayal is an entirely different feat. What the comparison between the five 
selected novels immediately reveals is the great variety in techniques, language and 
contextualization applied to achieve that portrayal. Even stream-of-consciousness novels 
appear to be less similar than one would expect. In this thesis, stream-of-consciousness is 
interpreted as the representation of prespeech level of consciousness, meaning the 
spontaneous flow of thoughts and feeling, uninhibited by logic, linguistic restrictions and 
directed by impulse. How did the authors negotiate the difficulties – related to style as well as 
content - inherent in portraying children’s consciousness? Is there an ultimately successful 
narrative technique to convey a realistic portrayal of children’s consciousness, and if not, 
which are the primary obstacles? 
Henry James’s What Maisie Knew (1897) seems ambiguous in its objective to portray 
Maisie’s consciousness. It seems clear that a comprehensive portrayal of Maisie’s 
consciousness was not James’ objective. Rather, its fragments are instrumental in the 
narration of the story. James largely has the reader fill in what Maisie knows and how her 
knowledge affects her. However, this is not the most prominent hiatus in the portrayal of 
Maisie’s consciousness; that is her precociousness. Never is Maisie less childlike than when 
she assesses the state of mind of the adults around her. Her insights and her words indicate 
that it is not Maisie we hear; it is the narrator. However, the fragments of Maisie’s 
consciousness add to the dramatic effects of her parents’ egocentric preoccupation with 
others, at the expense of their child.  
Richard Hughes’ A High Wind in Jamaica (1929) is primarily a novel on children’s 
emancipation, innovative in both subject and narrative style. Its portrayal of children’s 
consciousness is realistic in its savageness, its impulsiveness, its fantastic character and the 
children’s apparent egocentrism. Its realism is also achieved in a unique and remarkable 
paradox: as the novel continuously foregrounds the foreignness and impenetrability of a 
child’s mind, the glimpses into it gain in realism. A comparison of Hughes’ with James’ novel 
reveals a difference in the foregrounding of the portrayal of consciousness. Hughes’s 
outrageous adventure story competes for primary importance in the novel with the portrayal 
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of the children’s mind. In contrast, James’s context is the more mundane divorce of a young 
girl’s parents, which takes second place to the portrayal of Maisie’s consciousness. In A High 
Wind, the children’s distress is more obviously instigated and Hughes does not shy away 
from what James names the puerility of children’s emotions. However, an assessment of 
Hughes’ portrayal as the more superficial would be unjust. The provided glimpses into 
Emily’s developing consciousness are a testament to Hughes’ insight into children’s mental 
development. Moreover, his pirate adventure story has arguably made the portrayal of 
children’s consciousness a subject of interest to a broader audience.  
In his novel Call it Sleep (1934), Henry Roth constructs his portrayal of young David’s 
consciousness with an array of childlike features. There is variation in focalization, in 
narrative techniques, in language. Although the portrayal of consciousness is supported by 
omniscient narration, it is obviously realistic and comprehensive. Call it Sleep makes clear, 
as do A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1914-1915), What Maisie Knew and A High 
Wind, that consistent stream-of-consciousness is not a prerequisite for realism. Call it Sleep 
sheds light on language as an informative feature of individual as well as collective 
consciousness: in this case, that of (Jewish) immigrants throughout history. However, the 
novel’s form borders on overpowering the content. Roth’s application of language is 
impressive but it results in an inaccessability that takes away from the impression of the 
narrative. 
A Portrait and The Sound and the Fury (1929) are also difficult to read. The novels 
share a foregrounding of realism in their portrayal of consciousness. This results in both 
novels, especially the latter, being scriptible rather than lisible novels. It is particularly their 
portrayals’ impulsiveness that renders them inaccessible: memories, thoughts and feelings 
are difficult to grasp as they at times remain uncontextualized. Both novels realistically 
capture a child’s isolation which results from its inability to comprehend the world. Moreover, 
the children in all five novels are kept ignorant of affairs that occupy the adults around them. 
This isolation is a central theme in all five novels. It is perhaps the aspect of child 
consciousness that resonates most with adults as a reminder of childhood, more than 
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childlike language or other aspects of children’s consciousness. It is the sum of not being 
mature enough to comprehend and, moreover, not being deemed mature enough to be 
included. 
The first problem with portraying a child’s consciousness, posed in the introduction, is 
whether childlike language can be applied by adult authors to grasp the consciousness of a 
child. It appears from this short analysis of the five selected novels that it helps, but that it is 
not a prerequisite or a guarantee for success. Maisie’s language is not overtly childlike; it 
may be in rhythm in tone, but it is not in syntax, morphology or idiom. However, she is 
unmistakably a child. There is little to no childlike language in A High Wind In Jamaica, yet 
that does not impair the portrayal of the children’s minds. Moreover, deviant language can be 
an obstacle, as it is in Call it Sleep. 
The same conclusion applies to stream-of-consciousness. Although it emulates the 
impulsiveness and chaos of our consciousness, it inherently foregrounds the writing. This 
answers the second, more fundamental question: can an adult still grasp and emulate a 
consciousness that he himself has evolved beyond? A novel’s accessibility and the realism 
of the portrayal of consciousness seem mutually exclusive. This poses a paradox: why is 
stream-of-consciousness fiction so difficult to read, when the workings of the consciousness 
are so familiar to us? The problem lies in the barrier between reading and seeing, reading 
and smelling, reading and hearing, reading and remembering. We do not share the 
protagonists’ memories, their upbringing, their place of birth, their life. We need 
contextualization to understand why the smell of leaves and trees reminds Benjy of his sister. 
Unfortunately, many readers become so discouraged by the difficulty of Benjy’s narrative that 
they do not reach the more accessible other sections. Of these five novels, Call it Sleep 
seems to be the most accessible. David’s impulsive thoughts, his sounds and his fears are 
embedded in the narration by the external narrator. Furthermore, although some aspects of 
the hodgepodge of David’s mind may elude a first time reader, they are not an obstacle in 
understanding David. The narrator embedding the story also renders the novel accessible for 
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young readers, who may relate to David’s consciousness more than adults, because it is 
similar to their own.  
A motivation behind this thesis is to find a way to conquer the obstacles stream-of-
consciousness novels pose to teachers and students. If the portrayal of consciousness could 
be deconstructed and allowed insight into, perhaps these novels could find a wider audience 
among students of literature as well as readers. Particularly young students and readers 
could benefit from these insights, as the child consciousness is supposedly familiar to them. 
Tessa Hadley taught What Maisie Knew to her students, who were not keen readers, and 
read the novel with them slowly, “very often choosing a crucial passage and actually working 
through it together sentence by sentence, asking fundamental questions […]” (274). This is 
probably the only way to read novels such as these and to distill what makes their portrayal 
of (child) consciousness successful or not. The success is an intricate sum of factors, which 
this thesis attempts to chart. Tessa Hadley finds: “[the] apparently contradictory aspects of 
literature - its difficulty and its accessibility, its eloquence and its fumbling, its sophistication 
and the innocence at its core - have to be kept open to one another and in balance inside our 
criticism” (276). If there was any intention at the outset of writing this thesis to attach a value 
judgment to these author’s attempts, this analysis has made clear that success in the 
portrayal of child consciousness can be only relative.  
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